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Abstract

By generating peptides from intracellular antigens, which are then presented to T cells, the ubiquitin/26S proteasome system plays a

central role in the cellular immune response. Under the control of interferon-g the proteolytic properties of the proteasome are adapted to the

requirements of the immune system. Interferon-g induces the formation of immunoproteasomes and the synthesis of the proteasome activator

PA28. Both alter the proteolytic properties of the proteasome complex and enhance proteasomal function in antigen presentation. Thus, a

combination of several of regulatory events tunes the proteasome system for maximal efficiency in the generation of MHC class I antigens.

D 2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

The proteasome system is the central proteolytic system

of the eukaryotic cell [1] and plays an important role in the

generation of MHC-class I peptides. The major functions of

the proteasome are the selective ATP-dependent degradation

of cytosolic, nuclear and membrane bound proteins [2] as

well as the regulation of such important cellular processes

[3–5]. The enzyme complex responsible for the selectivity

of intracellular protein degradation is the 26S proteasome

that degrades poly-ubiquitinated substrates or in some cases

even unmodified proteins in an ATP dependent manner. The

26S proteasome complex is formed by the 20S core particle

harbouring the proteolytically active sites and two 19S

regulatory particles that are responsible for substrate

interaction.
2. The 20S proteasome

The 20S catalytic core, i.e., 20S proteasome, is a

barrel-shaped particle composed four heptameric rings.

The two outer rings consist of seven different but
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homologous a subunits (a1–a7) that provide the protea-

some structure, control the access to the catalytic chamber

and interact with regulatory factors and complexes [6].

The two inner rings are each composed of seven h
subunits (h1–h7) three of which (i.e., h1-y, h2-Z and h5-
MB1) display catalytic activity. The central gate formed

by the a-subunits is normally closed by the N-termini of

the seven a-subunits that keep the proteasome in a

proteolytically inactive state [6,7]. Thereby the N-terminus

of the a3 subunit interacts with conserved residues on the

other a-subunits [8]. Deletion of the N-terminus of the a3

subunit results in the opening of the gate and the

facilitated access of substrates. The three active sites

within one h-ring differ in their peptide hydrolyzing

properties as was shown using short fluorogenic peptide

substrates. However, the cleavage preferences of the

different active sites are far from absolute since cleavage

of a given peptide bond within a longer substrate seems

to depend on the quality of neighbouring residues as well

as on their interplay with residues which are more distant

from the actual cleavage site [9,10]. Not neglecting

certain preferences, cleavage site usage by the proteasome

is promiscuous in that almost every amino acid residue

can serve as a cleavage site, giving the enzyme complex

a high degree of flexibility with regard to quality of the

products that are generated [3].
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3. The 26S proteasome

The 26S proteasomes is formed through the ATP-

dependent association of two 19S regulator complexes

[11] with the two outer a-rings of the 20S core [12,13].

The 19S regulator is made up by approximately 18 subunits

consisting of two functionally different entities [14]. The

base is formed by six different ATPases of the AAA family

(ATPases associated with a variety of cellular activities) and

two additional non-ATPase subunits. The base binds to the

outer a-rings and is responsible for the ATP-dependent

opening of the central gate and hence the activation of the

20S core [15] as well as the reverse-chaperone-like

unfolding of protein substrates [16,17]. The upper part of

the 19S regulator is called the lid. The lid, which provides

the specificity to proteolysis, is composed of at least 10 non-

ATPase subunits and contains the binding sites for

ubiquitinated substrates, non-ubiquitinated substrates and

also enzymes for the breakdown and recycling of ubiquitin

chains. Although the base is sufficient for unfolding a

protein substrate and for opening the gate, the lid

components are thought to play a role in the recognition

of poly-ubiquitinated proteins and are essentially required

for their degradation.
4. The properties of MHC class I antigens

The generation of peptide loaded MHC class I molecules

mostly requires the proteolytic generation of peptides with a

preferred length of 8–10 amino acids in the cytosol, the

transport of peptides via TAP-proteins (transporter associ-

ated with antigen processing) into the endoplasmic retic-

ulum [3,4]. There, peptides bind to MHC class I proteins

followed by transport of the peptide loaded MHC molecules

to the cell surface. Peptide binding to the MHC class I

protein occurs through the peptide’s side chains with

pockets in the peptide binding groove of the MHC protein

[18]. The specificity of this interaction is mediated by so-

called anchor residues. One of these anchor residues is

located at the carboxy-terminus of the peptide. These C-

terminal anchors are enriched with hydrophobic or basic

residues. To allow peptide binding, the anchor residue

positions must be occupied by specific residues defined by

the haplotype of the MHC class I molecules. In addition,

several of the other residues can influence the stability of the

peptide interaction through contacts with the peptide bind-

ing groove. The observation that the proteasome prefers

cleavage behind hydrophobic or basic residues and the

cytokine induced expression of some of its components

suggested that the proteasome may be involved in antigen

processing. It is now generally accepted that the proteasome

system is indeed responsible for the generation of the

majority of MHC class I ligands [4]. In some cases, other

proteases such as TPPII, TOP or trim-peptidases will also

contribute to the pool of antigenic peptides [19–22].
5. IFN-; and the proteasome system

The first indication that proteasomes may play an

important role in the generation of MHC class I presented

peptides was the identification of the two IFN-g inducible

proteasome h subunits LMP2 (hi1)and LMP7 (hi5) that are
encoded in the MHC class II region in direct neighbourhood

to the TAP-genes (transporter associated with antigen

presentation) [23–28]. A third subunit whose synthesis is

also cytokine-dependent is MECL-1 (hi2) but not encoded
within the MHC region [29]. All three interferon-g

inducible proteasome subunits of the h-type harbour active

sites and replace the corresponding constitutive h-subunits
upon de novo proteasome synthesis. In consequence, new

20S core complexes with altered proteolytic properties are

generated.

Stimulation of cells with IFN-g also induces the syn-

thesis of the a and h subunits of the proteasome activator

PA28 [30]. Interestingly, the expression profile of the two

subunits largely correlates with that of the immuno-subunits

[31]. In concert with the 19S regulator, these five IFN-g

inducible components of the proteasome system form the

immunoproteasome, indicating its connection with the

cellular immune response [32,33].
6. Immuno-subunits and MHC class I antigen processing

As noted above, under conditions of IFN-g induction

the entire catalytic machinery of the proteasome complex

is replaced. In fact, cells with antigen presenting functions

as found in the thymus, spleen and lymph nodes express

the IFN-g inducible subunits constitutively [31,34,35].

Furthermore, also other stimuli like TNFa and IFNh as

well as stimulation of dendritic cells can influence the

expression levels of the three immuno-subunits [36–38].

First experimental attempts to demonstrate a connection

between the proteasome system and MHC class I antigen

processing showed that purified constitutive (standard) as

well as immunoproteasomes are able generate a correct

9mer epitope derived from the IE pp89 protein of the

murine cytomegalovirus [39]. In addition, Michalek et al.

[40] presented evidence that defects in the ubiquitinylation

pathway disturbed antigen processing of chicken albumin.

The availability of membrane-permeable proteasome

inhibitors finally allowed to demonstrate a direct correla-

tion between cellular proteasome activity and the produc-

tion of antigenic peptides that bind to MHC class I

molecules [1,41].

In vitro digestion of polypeptide substrates encompassing

antigenic peptides by purified 20S proteasomes and studies

of antigen presentation with intact cells which were trans-

fected with N-terminally and C-terminally extended anti-

genic peptides showed that proteasomes liberate the correct

C-terminus of an antigenic peptide [39,42–44]. Cleavage at

the N-terminus of an epitope is, however, less precise. In
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many cases N-terminally extended epitope precursor pep-

tides are generated that are trimmed to the correct size by

either ER-resident or cytosolic trim-peptidases [45–51].

To elucidate the role of IFN-g inducible subunits,

purified immunoproteasomes were tested with respect to

their peptide hydrolysing activities [35,39,52–56]. These

studies showed a clear reduction of the caspase like

activity upon incorporation of the immuno-subunits and

due to the replacement of h1 by h1i. However, incon-

sistent changes in the activities displayed by the other two

h-subunits, i.e., h5/h5i chymotrypsin-like and h2/h2i
trypsin-like, were observed. Furthermore, detailed analysis

of cleavage products generated from larger polypeptides

and protein substrates by both standard and immunopro-

teasomes demonstrated that activities of the three different

catalytic centers towards longer substrates are less well

defined [9,57]. In other words, while cleavages after basic

residues in fluorogenic peptide substrates (lysine/arginine)

are exclusively mediated by the h2/h2i pair of catalytic

subunits [58], cleavages after the same residues within

polypeptide substrates appear to be performed by different

active site subunits. In addition, also the analysis of mutant

cell lines with defective LMP2 and LMP7 expression or

expression of mutant, inactive LMP2 did not reveal any

consequences on antigen presentation [59–62]. On the

other hand, it was found that LMP7 expression was

essential for the processing of an influenza virus-derived

CTL-epitope [63].

Transfection experiments with cDNA encoding h1i, h2i
and h5i in connection with extensive analyses of CTL

epitope generation demonstrated that the presence of

immuno-subunits enhances the presentation of a major

subset of virus-derived antigen peptides [64–67] although

this effect does not apply to all viral epitopes.

Despite this accumulating information on the role of the

immuno-subunits in MHC class I antigen presentation, the

mechanisms that are involved are not fully understood. In

vitro digestion experiments with purified 20S proteasomes

and synthetic polypeptides encompassing the antigenic

peptides and natural flanking sequences as substrate

confirmed in almost all cases the observations made in

intact cellular systems [64,65]. Analysis of peptide frag-

ments generated in vitro showed that the presence of

immuno-subunits altered the cleavage site preference of

proteasomes. This resulted in a more frequent usage of

specific cleavage sites with the consequence that the relative

abundance of certain peptides within the generated peptide

pool is changed. Whether, or to which degree, the presence

of immuno-subunits also changes the quality of cleavage

sites used is at the moment difficult to access.

Interestingly, experiments in which HeLa cells were

infected with vaccinia virus expressing the hepatitis B virus

(HBV) core antigen showed that the HBVcAg141-151 was

only efficiently liberated after IFN-g stimulation. Further-

more, although the concerted presence of all three immuno-

subunits seemed to be required an inactive h5i subunit, it
also supported epitope generation. These experiments

demonstrated that the altered cleavage profile found to be

associated with immuno-subunit incorporation was due not

only to cleavage specificity but most likely also to structural

changes imposed on the proteasome complex by the

incorporation of the immuno-subunits [65]. The idea that

the primary effect of immuno-subunit incorporation is the

alteration of proteasome structure is also supported by the

changed chromatographic properties of immunoprotea-

somes that is caused by changes in their surface charge [68].
7. The proteasome system and T cells

Under non-inflammatory conditions many cell types lack

expression of immuno-subunits and express PA28 differ-

entially and only at low levels [69]. This suggests that a

continuous presence of these molecules in all tissues is

either not required or desired. In fact, neither the incorpo-

ration of immuno-subunits nor the up-regulated expression

of PA28 in transfectant cells seems to influence the antigen

processing independent functions of the proteasome system.

Therefore, one possible function of immuno-subunits and

PA28 may lie in the development of the CD8+ cell

repertoire. In particular, the observation that in some cases

immuno-subunits may influence antigen processing of

foreign and self-antigens differently appears indicative for

this assumption [70]. The expression of immuno-subunits in

dendritic cells within the thymus may result in a negative

selection of T cells reactive against peptides derived from

self antigens, leaving only those T cells that react against

peptides generated by constitutive proteasomes as potential

targets for autoimmune CTL.

Interestingly, Morel et al. [70] reported that immunopro-

teasomes are unable to produce several self antigen-derived

CTL epitopes including an important CTL epitope derived

from Melan-A. These data have been the first example of

CTL epitopes that are only generated by constitutive

proteasomes and appear to be destroyed by immunoprotea-

somes. At the same time, it must also be stated that even

stimulated dendritic cells always contain a mixed population

of proteasomes comprising constitutive as well as immuno-

proteasomes [31]. Sun et al. [71] recently also reported on a

tyrosinase-related protein 2 (TRP2)-derived tumor epitope

whose surface presentation was down-regulated in response

to IFN-g in Melanoma 18a cells. However, in that case it

could be shown that this was not due to the presence of

immunoproteasomes.
8. The role of PA28

The proteasome activator PA28 is a heptameric 180–200-

kDa complex composed of a and h subunits [72,73]. PA28

attaches in an ATP-independent way to the outer a-rings of

the 20S proteasome and in vitro strongly stimulates the
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hydrolysis of short fluorogenic peptide substrates. The

turnover rate of cellular native proteins is, however, not to

be affected. Detailed kinetic analysis showed that PA28

activates the 20S proteasome without affecting the active

sites by either facilitating substrate entry or product exit [74].

A structural explanation for the observed kinetic effects

of PA28 binding was obtained when the crystal structure of a

complex between the trypanosome 11S regulator PA26 [75]

and the yeast 20S proteasome was obtained [76].

The PA26/20S core complex crystal structure reveals that

PA26 induces conformational changes via its C-termini in

the N-terminal parts of the a-subunits with the effect that the

central gates in the two outer a-rings of the 20S core

complex are opened [77]. Based on this and on the

observation that PA28 facilitates product exit, it was

proposed that such an open conformation might allow the

release of slightly longer peptides and, in consequence,

might support the presentation of MHC class I antigen

presentation.

The data obtained from X-ray structure analysis are

supported by mutational and structural analysis of yeast

proteasomes. A deletion of the N-terminal nine amino acids

of the a3 subunits or a mutation within the N-terminus of

the a3 subunits results in the complete opening of the

central gate controlled by the N-termini of the a-subunits

and the full activation of the otherwise latent or inactive

proteasome [78,79]. Based on these studies, the so-called

bgating modelQ finds widespread acceptance at the moment.

One important aspect of the current gating model is that

opening of the gate by regulatory molecules, i.e., PA28, 19S

regulator, does not induce structural changes on the 20S

proteasome with the effect that the basic proteolytic activity

within the h-rings changed. In contrast, the measured

proteolytic activity using short fluorogenic peptide substrates

correlates directly with the width of the gate [80,74]. Based

on mutational analysis of PA28g/Ki, a sequence homologue

of PA28ah5 the group around Rechsteiner suggested that

binding of the mutated PA28g/Ki to the a-rings results in a

specific allosteric activation of certain active sites [81].

Recent data obtained from tissue culture experiments support

Rechsteiner’s conclusion that PA28 induces structural

changes on the proteasome [71,82]. From these data it was

inferred that the binding of PA28ah, in vivo and in vitro,

may effect substrate channelling and the accessibility of

active sites for a given natural substrate, rather then affecting

the characteristics of the active sites themselves.

Since proteasome-dependent cellular protein breakdown

in general requires ATP and the presence of the 19S

regulator, the importance of PA28/20S complexes in vivo

is still unclear. Recent investigations showed that PA28 in

connection with the 20S core and the 19S regulator may

form the so-called hybrid proteasomes [33,80,83,84]. Inter-

estingly, these PA28–20S–19S hybrid proteasomes exhibit a

proteolytic activity against fluorogenic peptide substrates,

which is almost identical to that of the 19S–20S–19S

proteasome. Thus, one can conclude that at least one of the
functions of the two different types of proteasome regulator

is the opening of the central gates in the two outer a-rings of

the 20S core complex, whereby both PA28 and the 19S

regulator appear to open the gate to its maximal width.

Stimulation of cells with IFN-g not only induces the

expression of immuno-subunits but also that of PA28ah.
Although PA28, unlike the immuno-subunits, is found in

almost any cell type even in the absence of cytokine

stimulation, enhanced constitutive levels are observed in

cells with specialized antigen presenting function [85]. The

investigation of viral antigens showed that PA28 enhances

the presentation of some viral epitopes without increasing

overall protein turnover or the turnover of viral protein

substrates [67,86] while the presentation of other virus-

derived epitopes was not effected. Furthermore, this

enhanced peptide presentation was independent of the

presence of immuno-subunits in the 20S proteasome

[64,74] excluding the possibility that PA28 might exert its

function by increasing immunoproteasome formation as was

proposed recently [86].

Analysis of the effects of PA28 on proteasomal cleavage

site usage revealed that PA28 does not induce new cleavage

specificities. Furthermore, there is no evidence that PA28

has a major impact on substrate turnover rates. Instead,

PA28 enhances the frequency at which specific cleavage

sites are used, resulting in the immediate liberation of the

peptides residing in between two of these preferred cleavage

sites [71,87,88].

The so far most striking example for PA28 dependency

of an epitope was recently obtained when the processing and

presentation of two CTL epitopes derived from a melanoma

differentiation antigen, i.e., TRP2, was analysed. Detailed

biochemical and molecular experiments showed that the

inability of melanoma 18a cells to present the TRP2360–368
epitope correlated with a strongly impaired expression of

PA28 in these cells, which also was not restored by IFN-g

treatment. Epitope presentation and the ability to activate

TRP2360–368 epitope-specific CTLs by melanoma 18a cells

were, however, fully restored by transient transfection with

cDNAs encoding the PA28a and PA28h subunits. These

experiments demonstrated for the first time that PA28

expression can alter the immunological phenotype of a cell.

How then does PA28 exert its effect on antigen

processing and presentation? Based on the structural data

and the observation that PA28 facilitates product exit, it was

proposed that an open conformation of the proteasome

might allow the release of slightly longer peptides [71]. In

this scenario, these peptides would be rescued from further

degradation, which in turn may support the generation of

certain CTL epitopes and in particular those that are

produced from N-terminally extended precursor peptides.

In fact, it has been shown that even epitopes which are

generated by the proteasome with correct size for MHC

class I binding are often also produced with short N-

terminal extension, requiring trimming by aminopeptidases

such TOP or bleomycin hydrolase (BH) [88,89]. In
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consequence, if PA28 indeed supports the generation of

longer peptides, the result would not only be the generation

of a new quality of peptides but also the amount of peptide

available would be increased.

However, since both the 19S regulator complex as well

as PA28 induce the complete opening of the gate, it is

obvious that this gating hypothesis, as attractive as it

appears, does not fully explain the effects on substrate

cleavage alone. Furthermore, if an increase in peptide length

as a result of PA28 action would be of general benefit for

MHC class I-dependent antigen presentation, one would

expect to find an increased MHC class I surface expression

upon PA28 induction. However, in none of the studies

performed so far such an effect has been observed.

Therefore, an alternative hypothesis, which does not in

principle exclude the above discussed gating model, would

be that PA28, by binding to the outer a-ring, not only opens

the gate at the site opposite to the 19S regulator binding sites

but also induces subtle structural changes which will allow

better access to the actives sites of those epitope-containing

domains (for example by gaining higher affinity to the

substrate binding grooves), which otherwise possess only a

strongly reduced affinity.
9. The PI31 protein

PI31 is a protein of approximately 31 kDa that

presumably functions as homodimer. In vitro PI31 inhibits

20S-mediated cleavage of short fluorogenic substrates and

of polypeptides and competes with the binding of PA28 to

20S proteasomes [90,91]. This suggests that PI31 binds the

a-rings of the 20S proteasome and thereby obstructs the

access to the catalytic cavity. Nevertheless, transfection of

PI31 into intact cells recently showed that, rather than

inhibiting proteasome function, PI31 acts as a selective

modulator of the proteasome-mediated steps in MHC-class I

antigen processing. Overexpression of PI31 had no impact

on proteasome-mediated proteolysis but interfered selec-

tively with the maturation of immunoproteasome. The in

vivo function of PI31 may therefore differ from the

previously proposed function as a general inhibitor of

proteasome activity [92].
10. The proteasome and immune escape

As the proteasome is the central generating source for

antigenic peptides, it is not surprising that viruses and also

tumor cells have evolved strategies to interfere with

proteasome function. In a number of tumor types, such as

colon carcinoma, small cell lung carcinoma, pancreatic

carcinoma, hepatocellular carcinoma, renal cell carcinoma

and melanoma, a down-regulation of immuno-subunit

expression was observed [93–95]. Although the absence

of PA28a and -h seems to be less frequently effected there,
complete absence has been reported for several melanoma

cell lines [96,71]. In some cases the expression of immuno-

subunits and/or PA28ah expression appeared coordinately

down-regulated while in other instances only single subunits

were affected. In most cases treatment with IFN-g is able to

restore the expression of the proteasome components but

there are also exceptions [71].

Direct functional evidence for viral interference with the

proteasome system is only just beginning to emerge. In this

context, it is important to realize that many viruses are

dependent on proteasome activity for their survival. For

instance, proteasomes process the HIV gag polyprotein into

different gag proteins and that interference with this process

impairs maturation of HIV particles [97]. Human papilloma

virus (HPV) affects the proteasome system by various

mechanisms. For example, the HPV16 E7 protein binds one

of the six ATPase subunits of the base thereby enhancing

proteasome activity and inducing increased turnover of the

Rb retinoblastoma tumor suppressor protein [98]. In

addition, HPV16 E6 targets the p53 tumor suppressor

protein for proteasome-dependent degradation, by recruiting

the ubiquitin ligase E6-AP [99], thus contributing to

oncogenic transformation of HPV-infected cells.

Evidence for direct interaction with proteasome subunits

has been obtained for the human T-cell leukemia virus typ1

(HTLV-1) Tax protein [100], HBV pX protein [101–103],

HIV Nef [104] and Tat [105], and adenovirus (Ad5) E1A.

For the Tax protein it was shown that it binds the N3 and C9

subunits and also activates the transcription factor NF-nB.
Both the HIV Tat and HBV pX protein bind to subunits of

the a-ring (a4) and interfere with the binding of PA28.

Interestingly, most recently it could be shown that the

binding of HIV Tat to the a-rings also affects the capacity of

PA28 to enhance antigen presentation [106].

In addition, both the Adenovirus type 12 E1A and HPV

type 18 E7 proteins repress the h1i and/or h5i promoter and,

consequently, subunit expression [107–109]. A completely

different strategy for proteasome inhibition is introduced by

the Epstein–Bar virus nuclear antigen-1 (EBNA1). This

protein contains an internal glycine/alanine repeat that

hinders the proteasome-dependent degradation of this

proteins and the generation of EBNA1-derived CTL

epitopes [110,111].
11. Computer models

To simplify CTL epitope identification strategies, com-

puter prediction programs that predict cleavage site usage

within proteins have been established. So far, two prediction

program-based different parameters have been published

[112–114]. One program was trained using 20S cleavage

data of the enolase-1 protein; the other program is based on

polypeptide cleavage data generated in a large number of

studies. Both programs predict proteasomal cleavages with

high fidelity whereby the latter program not only identifies
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proteasome cleavage sites but also predicts the probability

with which specific fragments are generated. Indeed, the

application of this program in combination with a program

that predicts MHC class I binding affinity led to the

identification of eight CTL epitopes derived from the entire

deduced proteome of Chlamydia trachomatis that are

presented by HLA-B27 molecules in patients suffering

from rheumatoid arthritis [115].

In summary, these computer-assisted approaches enable a

rapid and easy identification of CTL Epitopes that can be

included in the aimed CTL inducing vaccine and will help

the selection of Epitope flanking spacers that improve

proteasome-mediated epitope processing. The existing

proteasome cleavage programs are currently tested for

general applicability whereby the availability of new

cleavage data obtained from in vitro digestion of designed

constructs with purified proteasomes, in turn, will allow the

designers to improve their programs.
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